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”Making art, making illustrations, is a way of communicating 
with the world. Depending on how I decide to portray our 
environment, the characters, their reactions and feelings in my 
children’s books, I communicate messages that either cement or 
shake the existing norms and stereotypes of our society. Having 
this kind of power thrills me, but at the same time I’m aware that 
the privilege this enables is accompanied by great responsibili-
ty.”



language and culture

sensitive situations

use of or distrubution of power

the right to use ones own 
mother tongue should be guaranteed but is 
not always in practice



Funding?



Books from small publishers



Examples of different kinds of diversity in my books



https://bildersmakt.se/ 



Mirror      or     Window



              CLISHÉS     =      QUALITY

AND The angle of the narrative is 
equally important

The attitude 
of the author 
or illustrator  
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window
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it look 
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Finland
today?
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New examples from 
Finland (Sweden):





Playing the movie 
director



“Editorial experiment”



Vildare, värre, smilodon



Case: Vi är lajon!



Characters - Children



Characters - Adults



Settings - what kind of home?



Characters - nurse and patient



Characters - doctor



The Danger of a Single Story

In a twenty minute video, a 2009 TED Talk 
by Chimamanda Adichie, Adichie describes 
the powerful impression the multitude of 
British stories made on her as a young girl 
growing up in Nigeria. She argues that in-
herent in the power of stories, is a danger—
the danger of only knowing one story about a 
group. “The single story creates stereotypes, 
and the problem with stereotypes is not that 
they are untrue, but that they are incomplete. 
They make one story become the only story.

Adichie recounts speaking to an American student who, after reading her novel centered on an abusive 
male protagonist, lamented the fact that Nigerian men were abusive. Having just read American Psycho, 
Adichie returns his pity, and calls it a shame that “all young American men are serial killers.” The TED 
audience laughs at the absurdity of this generalization and her point is clear: on a micro-level, the danger 
of a single story is that it prevents people from authentically connecting with people as individuals. On a 
macro-level, the issue is really about power: almost by definition, there are many stories about the domi-
nant culture so the single-story threatens to create stereotypes that stick to groups that are already disem-
powered.




